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•Inexpensive - pays for itself the first time you use it.
•Simple to use - No experience needed.
•No need to get wet.
•Quickly attaches to standard cleaning pole.
•No need to “shut the pool down.”

Holds Chlorine Tab
•Spot treats and kills black algae spots one at a
time.

- OR -

•Insert standard 3” chlorine tablet and rub spots
daily until gone.

SBG-1

SERVICEABLE CHECK VALVE
• NORYL Construction
• Easily Disassembled for
Cleaning or Repair.
• 1 ½” and 2” Compatible
• Reversible
• NSF Rating

SCV-1.5

CLEAN

The Handy Grease and Grime Remover
that is no further away than your tool box.

Quickly cleans O-rings- groves.

•Removes most surface stains from concrete pool
including those caused by : bobby pins, nails,
fertilizer spills, calcium deposits & vegetation.
•Insert standard 1 3/4” by 1 3/4” pumice stone and rub
spots gently until they are gone.

FLOAT TO ROPE LOCK
FLL-.75

•Slips over 3/4” braided rope to hold 5x9
floats in the correct location
•PVC and Stainless steel construction for long
life.
•Can be relocated without damage to the rope,
float, or the lock.
•Easy to install - Simply slip 2 locks onto rope
between each float, position the floats, slide a
lock tight to the end of each float and tighten
the screw.
•Easily made tamper proof by filling phillips
head screws with any epoxy

CHLORINATOR WINTERIZING PLUGS

QUIK

Quickly removes dirt and greasy build-up on O-rings.
-

Holds Pumice Stone

Molded vinyl plugs that allow chlorinator saddle tees
to be sealed off.
Can be easily removed when re-opening the pool or
can be left permentantly if the chlorinator is being discarded.

YUK REMOVER
AND
LUBRICATOR

Quickly dissolves grease and grime.

CWP-1

Safely spot cleans any plastic or steel surface.
Causes O-rings to slip into place.
Leaves no heavy build-up.
100% Bio-degradable.
Doubles as a great hand cleaner.

CWP-2

Fits where 3/8" chlorinator
hose is present.

Fits where 5/16" chlorinator
hose is present.

(EZ Clor, Guardex)

(Hayward offline)

Packaged for your tool box in 1oz. bottle.
No - spill spout cap for quick, one handed open and close.

Manufactured By:
LASS ENTERPRISES, Inc.

Caution: Not to be mixed with chlorine bleach

QUC-1
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www.lassenterprises.com

